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News
The Big News by Kayla G.
On March 13, 2012 The Mosaic School had a fire drill during lunch. We all went outside and three minutes later I heard sirens. The sirens were heading for our school. About 5 minutes later we had to go back into the school. When we got in the school and it smelled like something was burning. After Mr. Hamm called everyone in the lunchroom to listen to the fireman. They told us that our microwave started a small fire and they told us how to use the microwave safely. So that is the big news of the month. Also please keep using the microwave safely.

Opinion
School Lunches, Are They Good? by Kayla G.
I interviewed a couple of people about our lunches. I asked if people liked them and some said yes and some said no. Then I asked how could we change them. They said less grease and better pizza. I also asked if they liked the time we ate at. No, people said it was too early. It's like breakfast. Some people think we need longer lunches. Some people are mad because they are not getting their lunch or the lunch they want. Some people do agree that the tickets are helping the system. People think we should be able to use the microwave if we are always by it and not put food in for longer than is needed. A lot of people like the brunch lunch or the cheesy breadsticks and the chicken nugget with smiles. Everyone is saying we need better lunches like the ones that I listed. So that's why people are saying our lunches are not good!
Games
Apple Store Could Get Taken Away
by Kayla G.

I interviewed Jacob Folz and Kaitlyn Mueller to see what they think about the games and the app store. Should we have the games? Kaitlyn said kind of and Jacob said yes. They both think we should not be able to play games after a test. They both think we should be able to play them after school and maybe before. Jacob thinks we should be able to have 10 apps and Kaitlyn thinks only 3-5 apps. They think we should not be able to have violent games. They think to some people the games are distracting. Kaitlyn thinks if a teacher sees them playing games, they should take their iPad or delete the app store. Jacob thinks if the teacher sees them playing a game in class they delete the app store too. So that is what Kaitlyn and Jacob think about the games people are downloading.

Feature
The Stories in Be A Writer by Kayla G.

In Be a Writer we are doing a lot of writing. We wrote run-on sentences and then corrected them. Mrs. Wente reads us a story once in a while. The kids in her class are writing lots of books. The books they’re writing are: The Girl Who Had Nothing, Emily’s Search, Visited by the Death, Halloween horrors, signs, How Aubiee and Matthew Meet, The Miller House, The Story of Joseph, The Very Nice Fairy, The Darkness Eternal, Crystal Door, Imprisoned, and The True Champion. The last books I’m going to tell you about are written by Jacob Folz. They are the Political Scary Stories. I think they are very good but very weird. So that is what Be A Writer is about.